Location of Thalamic Hemorrhage Impacts Prognosis.
Approximately 12% of intracerebral hemorrhages (ICHs) occur in the thalamus. Understanding the anatomic regions involved with thalamic hemorrhages is potentially useful, offering the physician a more accurate prognosis for patient outcomes. This study was performed to determine if thalamic hemorrhage location observed on a computed tomography (CT) scan was predictive of neurologic outcomes. A sample of 168 thalamic hemorrhage patients admitted to a tertiary care center were analyzed. Axial CT scans of thalamic hemorrhages were classified into 1 of 6 possible categories based on thalamic nuclei anatomy: anterior, posterior, medial, lateral, central, or global. For each classification, patient clinical characteristics were collected to identify variables indicative of clinical outcome. Outcome measures used in this study included mortality, hospital length of stay, readmission within 30 days, ICH score, Glasgow Coma Scale score, neurologic deterioration (calculated as a change in modified Rankin scale score from admission to discharge), and discharge disposition. On multivariable analysis, patients with posterior and lateral thalamic hemorrhages demonstrated a decreased likelihood of mortality; patients with posterior hemorrhages were less likely to have neurologic deterioration relative to global thalamic hemorrhages when controlling for hemorrhage volume and ventriculomegaly. Ventriculomegaly and hemorrhage volume were also predictive of both mortality and neurologic deterioration. In thalamic hemorrhages, patient prognosis may be influenced by hemorrhage location, with posterior and lateral hemorrhages demonstrating better clinical outcome versus hemorrhages in other locations. This is potentially valuable because hemorrhage location affords the treating physician a readily available prognostic factor when assessing intracranial hemorrhages.